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\JVD rLAME * You KNEW IN FIVE MINUTES * BUT I KNEW IN A SENTENCE * YOU KNEW IN FIVE MINUTES * BUT I KNEW IN A SENTENCE * So WHY DO WE GO * 

Through all of this again, * Your eyes are flutterin' * Such pretty wings, * A moth, flyin' into the * Same old flame again * It never ends * 

It’s not like I dropped the bomb, on my conscience mom * It takes fightin' day and night * to make such a good thing die * Our everyone our " 

I give too much shit a home * In my heart and mind * It gets me every time * So why do we go * Through all this shit again, * 
Your eyes are flutterin' * Such pretty wings, ' A moth flyin’ into mb ’ The same old flame again * It never ends 

I'm SLEEPING In A Submarine * She's gone to sea ’ She's fightin' for me * What BRAVERY! * I’m sleepin’ in a battle ship * I'm sleepin' 

IN A SUBMARINE * I’m SLEEPIN* IN A FIGHTER PLANE * I'm SLEEPIN' GOING DOWN THE DRAIN * ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS * HAVE MORE FUN * In THE SUN! * 

All hands on deck! * The radio address * What a mess! * A cage, is a cage * Is a cage, is a cages * 

N NO Cars GO! Planes! Ships! Hey! No Cars Goi Hey! No Cars Go! Where we know: Spaceships! Subs! Heyi Us kids knows Heyi No Cars Cos 

\ Where we knowi Between the click of the light and the start of the dream! 

The Woodland National Anthem * I guess we’ll have to move the neighborhood is onto us * Let’s join the little babes throwin' 

rocks in front of us ' Redin’ on my bicycle * I pass my sister on a bus * Let’s take the country road * before our parents send for us * 

Trees keep failin' at my feet * I guess it's time to build a boat * Make a raft of our bodies * do you think that rr'ix float? * What I said was 

NOT A JOKE, * BUT YOU JUST LICKED THE ENVELOPE * I'm TIRED OF DATING LETS ELOPE * BUT YOU JUST LICKED THE ENVELOPE * THREE CHEERS FOR MY PARENTS, 

LONELY FAILED EXPERIMENTS!!! * THREE CHEERS FOR MY PARENT'* THE ONLY FAILED EXPERIMENTS!!! 
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headlights look like diamonds lyrics by win and regine .and MUSIC By WIN REGINE AND JOSH DEU 
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